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Abstract—As CNNs are increasingly being employed in high
performance computing and safety-critical applications, ensuring
they are reliable to transient hardware errors is important.
Full duplication provides high reliability, but the overheads
are prohibitively high for resource constrained systems. Fine-
grained resilience evaluation and protection can provide a low-
cost solution, but traditional methods for evaluation can be too
slow. Traditional approaches use error injections and essentially
discard information from experiments that do not corrupt
outcomes. In this work, we replace the binary view of errors with
a new continuous domain-specific metric based on cross-entropy
loss to quantify corruptions, allowing for faster convergence of
error analysis. This enables us to scale up to large networks. We
study the effectiveness of this method using different error models
and also compare with heuristics that aim to predict vulnerability
quickly. We show that selective, fine-grained protection of the
most vulnerable components of a CNN provides a significantly
lower overhead solution than full duplication. Lastly, we present
a framework called HarDNN that packages all these solutions
for easy application.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have seen a recent surge in usage across many application
domains such as climate, image, and video analysis in High
Performance Computing (HPC) systems and autonomous vehi-
cles and medical devices in safety-critical systems. The design
of efficient platforms which accelerate CNN executions are
also on the rise, such as dedicated tensor units on GPUs as
well as domain-specific accelerators. As CNNs continue to
permeate the fabric of everyday life with increasing utilization
in HPC and safety-critical applications, it is important that
they are resilient to transient hardware errors, also called soft
errors.

Studies have shown that hardware errors could have severe
unintended consequences unless the system is designed to
detect these errors [48], [64]. Many HPC field studies [9],
[22], [59] and exascale reports and challenges [3], [4], [19],
assert the importance of designing error tolerant systems.
The significance of addressing hardware errors extends across
diverse applications, such as climate analytics [20], image
and video analytics, recommendation systems [11], natural
language processing [27], and automotive safety [29]. For
example, following a series of unintended acceleration events
by Toyota vehicles, a taskforce following up on a NASA
investigation showed that, “as little as a single bit flip ... could

make a car run out of control.” To mitigate such scenarios,
hardware in safety-critical systems must fulfill high integrity
requirements, such as those outlined in the ISO-26262 standard
for functional safety of road vehicles [17].

Processors deployed in exascale and safety-critical systems
will employ ECC/parity to protect large storage structures
(storing weights and intermediate data). The level of protection
offered by that alone without logic protection will likely not
be sufficient, particularly as deep learning continues to grow
and delivers high performance computational power to many
critical application domains. Conventional reliability solutions
such as full duplication through hardware or software are
still used in practice to ensure high resilience [1], [18], [57].
For example, Tesla’s recent Full Self Driving (FSD) system
deploys two fully redundant DNN accelerator chips along with
accompanying redundant control logic, power, and peripheral
packaging on the board for reliability [54], despite the limited
power and area constraints of real-time systems. The real-
time computational demands of the perception and planning
tasks performed by such systems is increasing [38] and paying
the high overheads in cost, area, power, and/or performance
is highly undesirable. Moreover, the all-or-nothing protection
offered by full duplication may result in over-protection and
inefficient use of resources.

Lower overhead solutions require understanding resilience
of DNNs at a finer granularity, which is challenging and
faces many open problems. Challenges as posed in a recent
survey of CNN reliability techniques [60] include: (1) defining
what an error comprises in CNNs, (2) scaling up reliability
analysis to large networks, and (3) leveraging domain specific
insights to inform reliability techniques. With the goal of
developing a reliability solution that is much lower cost than
full duplication, we address these challenges in this paper.

Instead of approaching a CNN as a single, large compu-
tational block, we define and explore a CNN’s vulnerability
characteristics at finer granularities (e.g., feature maps and
layers). We hypothesize that not all sub-components of a
CNN contribute equally to the overall network vulnerability,
and develop methodologies to quantify vulnerability at the
finer granularity. Traditional methods for resilience evaluation
measure a network’s vulnerability in a binary manner (either
an output corruption occurred or did not) via error injection
experiments and are prohibitively slow. This paper introduces a



new, domain-specific error metric based on cross-entropy loss
(called ∆Loss) to quantify corruption, replacing the binary
view of silent output corruptions with a continuous metric.
Our new domain-specific metric enables scaling resilience
evaluation up to larger CNNs – to the best of our knowledge,
this paper presents the first large-scale reliability analysis for
CNNs. The following are the main contributions of this paper.
• We provide vulnerability formulation for CNN resilience

at a fine granularity (at feature map level), which com-
poses error origination probabilities with the probabilities
of error propagation to the CNN output.

• We introduce a new method called ∆Loss for fast and
accurate CNN component-level vulnerability evaluation.
Our results indicate that ∆Loss can provide more accu-
rate results (i.e., with smaller error bars) compared to
prior metrics while requiring 6× fewer error injection
experiments. This enables us to scale the CNN reliability
analysis to large networks.

• We study the effect of using different error injection
models based on common quantization methods used for
optimizing CNNs for vulnerability [7]. While the total
vulnerability of a CNN may vary, the relative contribution
of individual CNN components (feature map) remains
unchanged.

• We explore multiple heuristics to predict relative vul-
nerabilities of different components (feature maps) in
CNNs, based on techniques from quantization, pruning,
and saliency research. While these are fast, the relative
vulnerability estimates from error injection-based meth-
ods remain significantly more accurate.

• We study the benefits of employing the above methods for
selective fine-grain component protection in CNNs for a
low-overhead resilience solution. For example, we show
how selecting an inherently reliable CNN and selectively
protecting just the most vulnerable components can po-
tentially eliminate the overheads that full duplication may
incur without the analysis.

• We perform an analysis to understand why errors may
propagate through CNNs, and find a very high correlation
between an input image with a large margin between
the top two class predictions and the probability of a
hardware error resulting in an output misclassification.

• We package all these solutions into a framework called
HarDNN for easy application on pretrained CNNs.
HarDNN enables fine-grained vulnerability evaluation
and selective protection to obtain desired levels of re-
silience improvement with low computational overheads.

II. BACKGROUND

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class of deep
neural networks (DNNs) used to analyze visual imagery such
as image recognition or object detection and has recently
gained traction for use in many HPC and safety-critical
applications [58], [60]. A fundamental computational unit in
a CNN is the neuron (also known as the activation value),
computed as the result of a dot product between a filter of

weights (typically stored as a 3-D tensor) and an equal-sized
portion of the input (also a 3-D tensor). An output feature
map (or fmap for short) is a plane of neurons, obtained
by convolving a filter over an input. A single output fmap
is a 2-D tensor. Mathematically, a convolution is comprised
of many dot products, where each dot product is composed
of many multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations. Several
filters are often convolved over the same input to produce the
same number of output fmaps (one filter produces one output
fmap), which are organized in a 3-D tensor. This combined
operation is referred to as a convolutional layer. A non-linear
activation function is typically applied element-wise to the
output fmaps and is considered part of the layer A CNN
consists of a series of convolutional layers followed by some
fully-connected layers.

During training, a CNN uses a backpropogation algorithm
to modify the filters (consisting of weights) of the network
to improve the prediction accuracy. Once trained, a CNN
operates in feed-forward mode only to predict the class of an
input image, called an inference. This paper focuses on CNN
inferences, which is used by applications for image analysis.

For classification CNNs, the focus of this paper, the final
layer in the network is a softmax layer, which provides a
probability distribution for each possible class the network is
trained to predict. The class with the highest probability (the
Top-1 class) is the chosen prediction of the network during an
inference.

Resilience Analysis: A hardware error can affect an ap-
plication’s execution in one of three ways: (1) it can have
no effect on the outcome (called masked), (2) it can cause
the application to crash, which can typically be detected by
the system [13], [25], [42], [49], [62], or (3) it can corrupt
the output without leaving detectable traces (called silent data
corruptions or SDCs). SDCs are potentially unacceptable to
the end-users. [6], [14], [30], [33], [61].

Reliability analysis techniques used in practice to help
uncover SDCs can be categorized as experimental error in-
jection campaigns and analytical error propagation modeling.
An error injection emulates a hardware error by perturbing
internal program state, and then executing the program to
completion to evaluate the effect of the error [6], [14],
[30], [33], [61]. Since a program can consist of billions of
operations and there are a plurality of errors possible for each
operation, error injection is fundamentally statistical in nature.
An error injection campaign can take a large amount of time
and resources to completely characterize the resilience of an
application [12], [34], [61]. Analytical error models attempt to
reduce the resource intensity of error injection by estimating
the vulnerability of different operations through higher-level
models that take into account architecture or domain knowl-
edge [10], [21], [24]. This paper focuses on leveraging domain
insights to improve error injection campaigns for analysis
of CNN vulnerability, and also compares against multiple
analytical models from the literature (Section IV-B).
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Fig. 1: HarDNN overview. Given a pre-trained model, HarDNN (1) targets feature maps (fmaps) for resilience analysis, (2)
estimates the relative vulnerability of each fmap in the CNN, and (3) enables selective protection of the most vulnerable
components before model deployment for optimized (real-time) inference.

III. HARDNN OVERVIEW

HarDNN is a software-directed resiliency analysis and
hardening framework. It takes as input a pre-trained model,
performs fine-grained resilience evaluation, and outputs a fine-
grained vulnerability profile which can be used to harden the
network before deployment by protecting the most vulnerable
components using a selective protection method (e.g., low-cost
duplication). HarDNN transforms the original CNN model into
a transient-error-resilient model without retraining and without
any loss of network accuracy, in the absence of hardware
errors. Figure 1 depicts the high-level overview of HarDNN.

In order to effectively analyze and protect a CNN from
transient errors, the following three fundamental questions
need to be addressed. (1) What granularity (i.e., neuron,
feature map, layer, or entire model) should the resilience
protection target? (2) Which subset of the components at the
target granularity are most vulnerable and need protection? (3)
How should the selective protection be implemented?

A. Target Granularity: Feature Maps

As described in Section II, a CNN consists of many
neurons organized in a hierarchical manner to form fmaps
and layers. Neuron-level resiliency analysis would provide the
most fine-grained control for selective hardening. However,
neuron level granularity has a few issues: first, neurons may
be too fine-grained, with many millions of neurons per CNN
(e.g., ResNet50 and VGG19 trained for ImageNet have over
11 and 14 million neurons, respectively). These numbers
increase with input size. Evaluating vulnerability of each of the
neurons via error injections will be extremely time consuming
and inefficient. Additionally, neurons are not immune to all
translational effects in input images (e.g., rotation, zoom),
making this granularity not very robust for reliability analysis.

Fmaps and layers, on the other hand, are much more
tractable in terms of total components (ResNet50 and VGG19
have 26,560 and 5,504 fmaps across 53 and 16 convolutional
layers, respectively), and are typically trained to have the
same behavior across similar images [43], [55]. In this paper,
we focus on quantifying vulnerability and hardening at the
fmap level. An additional benefit of targeting this level is that

the results can be composed to perform layer- and network-
level vulnerability analysis (explored in Section VII. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to target fmaps
for vulnerability analysis and selective protection with no
retraining and no loss in original pre-trained network accuracy
in the absence of hardware errors.

B. Vulnerability Estimation

HarDNN quantifies the vulnerability of each fmap in a
CNN due to an error by computing likelihood that an error
manifests and propagates to the output and produces an SDC.
We compute the likelihood as the product of two components:
(1) the probability with which a transient hardware error
(caused by a high-energy particle strike, for example) corrupts
the output of an fmap (this quantity is called Porig) and (2)
the probability the fmap-level manifestation propagates to and
corrupts the CNN output (called Pprop). Porig depends on the
computations involved in generating the fmap and the low-
level hardware implementation of the platform being used. The
second component, Pprop, depends on the input to the CNN,
the CNN topology, and the output of a CNN. As described in
Section II, the output of a classification CNN is a probability
distribution for each class the model is trained to predict. An
error that alters the Top-1 class of an inference is typically
considered an SDC [8], [60]. For simplicity, we refer to it as
a mismatch.
Pprop can be estimated in one of two ways: using statistical

error injections or profiling the network without requiring
error injections. Error injection based methods can provide an
accurate measure for fmap vulnerability; however, they are
traditionally slow due to the large number error injections
necessary for statistical guarantees [12], [33], [37]. One of
the primary reasons why error injection campaigns are long
is due to the fact that SDCs are binary in nature, requiring
many observations for statistical convergence. We can exploit
the domain-specific knowledge that the outcome of an infer-
ence is a probability distribution per class, and leverage this
information while performing error injections. To that end, we
propose a new method to estimate Pprop called ∆Loss, with
the primary insight of changing the concept of an error from a
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binary view (i.e., mismatch) to a continuous spectrum. ∆Loss
is described in Section IV-B.

We also explore six profile based heuristics that predict per
fmap Pprop using no error injection runs. These heuristics
effectively trade-off the accuracy of the vulnerability estimate
for even more speed, enabling a quick first-order estimate of
fmap vulnerability ranking.

C. Selective Protection

Once the fmap vulnerabilities are quantified, HarDNN em-
ploys selective duplication to harden the computations of the
most vulnerable fmaps. Individual fmaps can be duplicated
by duplicating the filters that correspond to them. Filter
duplication results in two copies of the same logical fmap,
where any mismatches between the two copies are used to
detect errors during inference and trigger a higher-level system
response. The duplicated fmaps need to be dropped before
execution of the subsequent layer. The comparison of the two
duplicate feature maps can be performed lazily to remove it
from the critical path. HarDNN’s highly tunable software-
directed selective protection approach allows the designer
to control the error coverage versus computational overhead
trade-off based on the resiliency requirements of the system.
We study this trade-off for CNNs in Section V-B.

IV. VULNERABILITY QUANTIFICATION IN CNNS

We define the vulnerability of the CNN, VCNN , as the
probability that the CNN produces an SDC due to a transient
hardware error that occurs during inference. This probability
can be computed as the sum of vulnerabilities of each of the
N fmaps in the CNN.

VCNN =

N∑
i

Vfmap[i] (1)

We compute Vfmap for each fmap i as:

Vfmap[i] = Porig[i]× Pprop[i] (2)

where Porig is the probability with which an error originates
in fmap i (corrupting the fmap’s output), and Pprop is the
probability that the error in fmap i propagates to the CNN
output and results in an SDC.

HarDNN also estimates relative vulnerability of each of the
fmaps in the CNN, i.e., the contribution of an fmap towards
the total CNN vulnerability. We scale Vfmap[i] with VCNN to
obtain the relative vulnerability of fmap i.

V relfmap[i] = Vfmap[i]/VCNN . (3)

A. Error Origination Probability (Porig)

Porig depends on the implementation of the architecture
on which the CNN is being run and the computation that
generates a feature map (e.g., convolution). Assuming that the
major storage structures (e.g., DRAM, caches, and register
files) are ECC/parity protected in the target hardware plat-
form [32], most of the errors originate from the unprotected

computations. The probability can be computed using the
hardware details, the numerical precision of the computation,
raw failure rates of the logic and storage structures, and the
computation structure.

Given that MAC operations are used to perform a convo-
lution and produce an fmap, we assume that the origination
probability is directly proportional to the number of MACs
in a convolution, without loss of generality. In this work, we
compute Porig as the fraction of the number of MACs used to
compute the fmap to the number of MACs in the entire CNN.

To compare vulnerability (VCNN ) across different networks,
the formulation can be extended as the rate of origination
(Rorig), focusing on the total number of MAC computations
in an fmap and the FIT rate (describing the vulnerability) of the
MAC units. We revisit this distinction in more detail in Sec-
tion V-C, describing how additional information about MAC
implementation and precision can be seamlessly incorporated
in our analysis.

B. Error Propagation Probability (Pprop)

Pprop is the fraction of the fmap-level error manifestations
that propagate to the CNN output, producing SDCs. This
probability depends on values of the fmap outputs, error
model, and how the error may propagate through subsequent
layers to the output, which depends heavily on the input image.
While the true Pprop values for fmaps may not be known, we
can estimate them using two types of methods: statistical error
injection based methods and profiling based methods that do
not require error injections.

As mentioned in Section III-B, counting mismatch from
error injections may require many observations for statistical
convergence. This metric suffers from two issues: (1) It is
a binary metric, which means that only error injections that
change the Top-1 class can affect the Pprop value. Injection
experiments where the output values changed but not the Top-
1 class, no information about the corruption is recorded. As a
result, estimating an accurate SDC percentage requires many
injection experiments. (2) The Top-1 mismatch-based SDC
metric does not extend naturally to other, non-classification
CNNs. This is one of the open problems expressed in the
recent survey of DNN reliability [60]. We address these issues
with a new method to estimate Pprop called ∆Loss.

Average Delta Cross Entropy Loss (∆Loss): With the
goal of replacing the binary metric for error propagation
(represented by mismatch) with a continuous metric, we
propose using the average delta cross entropy loss (∆Loss)
for Pprop estimation. Cross entropy loss is traditionally used
during DNN training to measure how different the predicted
result is from the expected (known) result to improve the
prediction accuracy of the network. More generally, it is
used in information theory to measure the entropy between
two distributions – the true distribution and the estimated
distribution. Adapting this metric to reliability, we calculate
the absolute difference between the cross entropy loss values
observed during an error-free inference and an error-injected
inference. This can be expressed as:
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TABLE I: Summary of estimation techniques for Pprop.

Estimation based on error injections
Method Name Description Analytical Runtime Estimate

Mismatch Top-1 Misclassification rate in fmap due to error inj/fmap * fmaps * forward
∆Loss Average delta cross entropy loss of fmap due to error (Equation 4) inj/fmap * fmaps * forward

Estimation based on heuristics, with no error injections
Method Name Description Analytical Runtime Estimate

MaxNeuron Max neuron value observed for fmap samples * forward
FmapRange Range of neuron values observed for fmap samples * forward

L2 Average L2-norm value of fmap samples * forward
Gradient Average magnitude of gradients for fmap samples * (forward + backward)

Gain Analytical model of Top-1 class change for variation in fmap [50] samples * (forward + (backward * (classes - 1)))
ModGain Alternative formulation of Gain analytical model (Equation 5) samples * (forward + (backward * (classes - 1)))

Terminology: samples: # of images. forward: Average runtime of a single inference for a CNN. backward: Average runtime of a single back-propogation
for a CNN. fmaps: # of fmaps in CNN. inj/fmap: Number of error injection experiments per fmap. classes: # of output classes in CNN.
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Fig. 2: ∆Loss example where (a) shows an error-free inference
classifying the car correctly, (b) shows an example of a
mismatch where an error causes the network to select truck
instead of car, (c) shows an example where an error causes a
drop in confidence for car that does not lead to a mismatch;
however, the drop can be captured by the loss value increasing
compared to (a).

∆Lossfmap =

∑N
i | (Lgolden − Li) |

N
(4)

where Lgolden is the cross-entropy loss for an error-free
inference, Li is the cross-entropy loss for the ith error-injected
inference across N total error injections. We use the absolute
difference to capture the magnitude of the change in cross
entropy loss observed due to an error injection. The larger
the ∆Lossfmap, the higher the Pprop of the fmap. Since this
method does not predict the SDC percentage, it can be used
only to estimate the relative Pprop. Figure 2 illustrates the
advantage of using this method.

Non-Injection Based Heuristics: These methods rely on
information from a set of error-free inferences to predict
relative Pprop values. Our non-injection based heuristics fall
under two general categories.

Forward-only: These heuristics obtain fmap-level informa-
tion using observations only from the forward pass (i.e., an

inference). We explore three metrics and they are briefly
described in Table I: MaxNeuron, FmapRange, and average
L2 of an fmap. These heuristics are commonly used as first-
order approximations of fmap sensitivity in many machine
learning studies, such as for choosing filters to prune or to
identify ranges for quantization [36], [56]. These techniques
are extremely fast, as they depend only on the number of
samples explored (i.e., the number of images studied) and
the runtime of an inference. Many current deep learning
frameworks optimize these operations on a GPU, and we can
be leveraged for fast prediction.

Backprop-based: These heuristics obtain fmap-level infor-
mation using observations from both a forward and back-
ward (back-propagation) pass. Backprop provides additional
information via differentiation for vulnerability estimation.
We study three techniques in this spectrum as well: average
gradient values for an fmap, gain (a technique for analytically
modeling the expectation of a class change [50]), and a
modified formulation of gain which we develop to adapt it
for reliability analysis.

Gain utilizes a model of independent noise neuron corrup-
tion [50]. We propose to study the effects of replacing a neuron
by a random scalar belonging to the fmap’s dynamic range as
discussed later in Section V-C. Under such setup, it can be
shown that the Gain approach may be re-purposed to obtain
ModGain, where the gain of fmap F is:

EF = E

 M∑
i=1,i6=ŷ

∑
a∈F a2

∣∣∣∂(zi−zŷ)
∂(a)

∣∣∣2
|zi − zŷ|2

 (5)

where F ’s neurons {a}a∈F are combined with the M soft
outputs {zi}Mi=1 given a predicted label of ŷ. Compared to
the forward-pass only techniques, the three techniques which
leverage backprop will be slower in estimating Pprop due to
the extra operations (summarized in Column 3 of Table I).
However, we can again leverage framework optimizations and
expect this to run faster than error injections campaings due
to the limited number of total inferences compared to error
injection experiments.
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TABLE II: CNNs studied with key topological parameters and training accuracy.

Neural Dataset Convolutional Total Total Average Floating Point Top-1 INT8 Quantized Top-1
Network Name Layers Feature Maps Neurons Neurons/Fmap Network Accuracy Network Accuracy
ResNet50 ImageNet 53 26,560 11,113,984 418 76.12% 75.79%
MobileNet ImageNet 52 17,056 6,678,112 391 71.87% 62.18%

VGG19 ImageNet 16 5,504 14,852,096 2,698 72.36% 72.20%
GoogleNet ImageNet 57 7,280 3,226,160 443 69.78% 69.43%
ShuffleNet ImageNet 56 8,090 1,950,200 241 69.35% 67.01%
SqueezeNet ImageNet 26 3,944 2,589,352 656 58.18% 57.39%

AlexNet ImageNet 5 1,152 484,992 421 56.52% 56.04%

VGG19 CIFAR100 16 5,504 303,104 55 71.94% 71.89%
AlexNet CIFAR100 5 1,152 10,752 9 43.87% 43.82%

VGG19 CIFAR10 16 5,504 303,104 55 93.34% 93.38%
AlexNet CIFAR10 5 1,152 10,752 9 77.24% 77.21%

Table I summarizes all methods we explore for estimating
relative Pprop values.

V. METHODOLOGY

We evaluate HarDNN on 11 CNNs across three datasets. Ta-
ble II lists each of the CNNs, along with the number of layers,
fmaps, neurons, and accuracy on the respective dataset. We use
the PyTorch v1.1 framework [41] for evaluation, and obtained
pretrained models for CNNs trained on ImageNet [46] from
the PyTorch TorchVision repository [44], and CNNs trained
on CIFAR10/100 from github [63]. All experiments were run
on an Amazon EC2 p3.2xlarge instance [35], which has an
Intel Xeon E5-2686 v4 server processor, 64GB of memory,
and an NVIDIA V100 GPU with 16GB of memory [39].

For our evaluation, we use the provided test set of each
dataset (10,000 images in CIFAR10 and CIFAR100; 50,000
in ImageNet), while removing images which are incorrectly
classified by the error-free network since our focus is on ana-
lyzing the resilience of the network during correct execution.
Unlike prior work, which limits the number of images explored
for reliability analysis (just 10 images on larger data sets [8]),
we do not impose such limitations. This is not only important
for statistical guarantees, but also shows the scalability of our
solution.

A. Evaluating HarDNN’s Vulnerability Estimation Methods

We quantitatively evaluate a method’s accuracy by sorting
the fmaps in descending order of relative vulnerability (Equa-
tion 3) and comparing the obtained rankings. Intuitively, this
tells us which fmaps are deemed most critical as ranked by
a specific method. For mismatch, this results in an ordering
of fmaps with the most SDCs descending to the fmaps with
least SDCs. Similarly, for all the other techniques (including
∆Loss), we sort the fmaps based on the relative vulnerability
computed using their respective relative Pprop estimates. We
measure the expected error coverage of each method by
looking up the number of mismatches associated with the each
fmap, and generating a cumulative vulnerability plot based on
the fmap ordering of the vulnerability estimation method. This
indicates how many errors we protect against when selectively
protecting the top N fmaps as ordered by the different methods.

We compare our error injection-based ∆Loss method to
the mismatch-based method. To study how the two methods
behave as a function of the number of experimental injections
performed, we sweep the number of injections per feature map
(inj/fmap) from 64 to 122881. We compare each fmap ranking
(at every inj/fmap point) to the ranking obtained by mismatch
at 12288 (shorthand: mismatch-12288) by measuring the aver-
age Manhattan distance between the two rankings. A distance
of zero indicates perfect accuracy relative to mismatch-12288.
Since different networks have different number of feature maps
(see Table II), this resulted in a total of 572 billion error
injection experiments across all networks. We parallelized
these experiments by batching up to the memory capacity
of our evaluation platform, yet these operations took days to
complete.

For heuristic evaluation, we split the original test set into
two partitions: evaluation set (ES) and test set (TS) using an
80-20 split (as is common in ML studies [47]). We generate
a relative fmap ranking for each heuristic by running the
heuristic on the ES using the respective Pprop estimation,
and assess prediction accuracy using the TS to quantify how
well the methods predict the relative Pprop compared to error-
injection based methods.

We measure the runtime of each HarDNN vulnerability
estimation method in generating a ranking, and report the mea-
surements on our infrastructure. We also derive the analytical
runtime estimates as summarized in Table I.

B. Error Coverage and Computational Overhead

HarDNN identifies the most vulnerable fmaps (based on a
given method) and estimates with high fidelity the expected
error coverage and computational overhead by protecting the
top N fmaps (where N is a user-selected parameter). For a
given set of fmaps, F , that are duplicated, we define coverage
as the cumulative relative vulnerability of those fmaps. From
a developer’s point of view, depending on the method used,
this coverage is the cumulative vulnerability estimate given
by that method on the ES. We refer to this as the predicted
coverage. The actual coverage by protecting F , however,

1We select 12288 inj/fmap as a “large” number of samples based on our
available computational resources, and statistically evaluate this sampling
choice in Table III.
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could be different. We experimentally measure this coverage
by determining the coverage of F on the TS using the error
injection-based results. We validate the predicted coverage
against the actual coverage to evaluate their similarity.

To target a specific coverage value, we use a greedy
algorithm. We sort all fmaps in descending order of vulner-
ability (based on the metric being considered) and choose
the first several fmaps whose relative vulnerability adds up to
the targeted coverage. We model the expected computational
overhead as the total number of MAC operations in those
selected fmaps as a fraction of the total MAC operations
in all fmaps. We use MACs as a reasonable proxy to the
actual overhead, while providing some abstraction for the
actual hardware used. This is a conservative calculation, as
some hardware platforms (such as GPUs) can efficiently
hide the computational overhead by utilizing spare hardware
resources [16], [32]. Our methodology is designed to make
HarDNN platform agnostic, providing a portable analysis for
CNN reliability on any hardware backend.

We study the coverage vs. expected overhead results to
compare the trade-offs offered by all the HarDNN methods,
both error injection based methods and the heuristics. We also
use it to analyze different CNNs’ resilience characteristics.

C. Error Models

As described in Section II, we assume that a transient error
on a flip-flop during a MAC operation of a convolution will
corrupt a single neuron’s value. Prior work also found that
such low-level errors can manifest as single or multiple bit
flips [5]. Additionally, highly optimized inference systems
typically employ quantization prior to deploying CNNs. Such
models run significantly faster with hardware support for
reduced-precision operations, which is prevalent in GPUs and
CPUs. These benefits come with a small but acceptable loss in
classification accuracy (reflected in Table II). Based on these
consideration, we evaluate Pprop using the following three
error models.

In each of these models, an error is injected in a neuron that
is randomly chosen from an fmap and substituting the original
value with the erroneous value. (1) FP-Rand represents a
random, multi-bit error in a neuron storing a floating-point
value. A random value between [-max, max] is selected as the
injected error, where max is the maximum observed neuron
value in the fmap across the training set. FP-Rand limits the
the error by bounding it between a range. Previous work found
that inference is highly sensitive to errors in the sign and
exponent bits and a simple output fmap-level range detector
can mitigate many of the most severe corruptions [23], which
we incorporate in this error model. We use 16-bit floating point
(FP16) precision for our evaluation. (2) FxP-Rand considers
8-bit integer (INT8) fixed-point quantization (a commonly
used scheme in many commercial products [31], [40]), which
quantizes the CNN based on the range of neuron values
observed during training. The erroneous value is a randomly
selected INT8 value. (3) FxP-Flip represents a random single
bit-flip on a fixed-point quantized 8-bit integer neuron.

TABLE III: Comparing error in ∆Loss and mismatch measure-
ments from error injection experiments with 99% confidence.

Neural Error at 2,048 inj/fmap Error at 12,288 inj/fmap
Network Mismatch ∆Loss Mismatch ∆Loss
ResNet50 380% 21% – –
MobileNet 180% 15% – –

VGG19 430% 28% 184% 11%
GoogleNet 352% 21% 185% 9%
ShuffleNet 232% 20% 160% 9%
SqueezeNet 344% 27% 203% 11%

AlexNet 197% 31% 131% 12%

The different computational precisions used for FP-* and
FxP-* impact the FIT rate of the MAC operation and the error
origination rate, Rorig, as described in Section IV-A. Two fac-
tors affect the FIT rate of a MAC – the number of unprotected
bits in the MAC and the logical error propagation probabilities
through the multiplier and accumulator implementations. In
this paper, we assume Rorig for FxP-Rand to be 0.75× the
Rorig for FP-Rand, primarily based on the reduction in the
number of unprotected bits2. We assume Rorig for FxP-Rand
and FxP-Flip are identical.

Unless otherwise noted, our reported results focus on the
FxP-Flip error model, which is a commonly used model [8],
[23]. Section VII-C evaluates the effect of using different error
models for fmap vulnerability analysis.

VI. EVALUATING HARDNN METHODS

A. Mismatch vs. ∆Loss

Mismatch’s binary view of an SDC may require many
samples (i.e., inj/fmap) for a statistically significant estimate
of Pprop per fmap (as described in Section IV-B). Table III
quantifies this behavior based on our experiments. We report
the calculated error bars for the observed (relative) Pprop

values with 2048 inj/fmap for different CNNs using ImageNet.
Results show high error in the relative Pprop estimates using
the mismatch metric for all the studied CNNs. For example,
for GoogleNet the expected error in the measurement is 352%
on average at 99% confidence. The error in measurement for
the ∆Loss metric is much lower, around 21% on average for
GoogleNet. The error reduces as we increase the number of
injections per fmap. We performed a larger experiment with
12,288 inj/fmap3 and found that the error bars decreased by
nearly half for each of the two metrics. Overall, Table III
shows that ∆Loss can provide more accurate results (based on
error bars) with >6× fewer injections compared to mismatch
on the studied CNNs.

Empirical measurements obtained from our experiments
also validate the above trends. Figure 3 illustrates this using
AlexNet across different datasets. As the number of inj/fmap
increase, the vulnerability estimates obtained by both mis-
match and ∆Loss converge relative to Mismatch-12288, as

2Since each MAC unit typically has two input registers (8-bits for INT8
and 16-bits for FP16) and one accumulator (of 32 bits), we use (8 + 8 +
32)/(16 + 16 + 32) = 0.75.

312,288 injections per fmap for ResNet50 and MobileNet with >15,000
fmaps each would require more than one week of computation time per CNN.
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Fig. 3: At large inj/fmap, mismatch and loss converge to
provide similar fmap vulnerability estimates (AlexNet). Loss
converges faster.

Fig. 4: Validation of predicted coverage vs actual coverage.

described in Section V. These results show that ∆Loss requires
fewer injections to asymptotically arrive at its relative fmap
vulnerability estimates, which indicates that ∆Loss can reach
a more accurate relative fmap estimate faster than mismatch.
The key insight behind this behavior is that ∆Loss can extract
information from each error injection (even if it is masked),
which the mismatch ignores.

Since the developer may not always have the true relative
vulnerability of each fmap, s/he requires an accurate tool
to make an informed decision regarding the coverage vs.
overhead tradeoff. We compare the predicted coverage by
∆Loss to the actual coverage in Figure 4 (as described in
Section V), and we find that, not only is ∆Loss reasonably
quick at vulnerability estimation, it is also representative of
the actual vulnerability as measured by mismatches in the
TS. Thus, the prediction provided to the developer is very
accurate, with ∆Loss providing an excellent alternative for
error coverage.

B. Heuristics

HarDNN provides an optimization platform for selec-
tively protecting feature maps while understanding the associ-
ated overhead. We study the trade-offs offered by different
HarDNN techniques and use that to evaluate the methods.
Figure 5 shows the tradeoffs offered by the eight vulner-
ability estimation techniques presented in Section IV-B for

fmap protection (measured by cumulative error coverage) and
the computational overhead (measured by additional MAC
operations due to duplication). We show mismatch and ∆Loss
cumulative vulnerabilities using 12288 inj/fmap, and compare
to ∆Loss ranking as we have shown it has the highest accuracy
(among the two) in the previous section. Figure 6 shows
the average distance between each vulnerability estimation
method, relative to the lowest curve, ∆Loss.

∆Loss provides the best observed tradeoff for all networks
studied, indicated by the lower overhead at higher coverage
points in Figure 5, with mismatch also performing nearly as
well (1% average overhead difference at any coverage point).
The results clearly show that not all feature maps are equally
important, which can be leveraged for a sub-linear overhead
protection scheme. For example, reducing the vulnerability of
the SqueezeNet network by 10× requires only 38% overhead
by duplicating just a fraction of the fmaps.

An accurate estimation of fmaps’ relative vulnerabilities
based on this knapsack formulation is important; otherwise
the fmap selection process could yield low coverage with
high computational overheads as illustrated by the forward-
only heuristics for SqueezeNet (and also for the other net-
works). The backprop-based heuristics, (Gradient, Gain, and
ModGain) perform better overall, ranging between 15% and
17% overhead on average based on Figure 5, compared to the
forward pass heuristics (21%-26% average additional overhead
as shown in Figure 5). This indicates that the information
gathered from the gradients is beneficial for estimating relative
vulnerability, but is not sufficient for accurate estimates (as
compared to error injection based methods).

Table IV lists the measured runtimes for three networks:
a small, medium, and large network (AlexNet, GoogleNet,
and ResNet50, respectively). We find that the runtime trends
between the analytical models (Table I) and the measured
results are similar. In other words, the forward-pass heuristics
are the fastest (running in less than a minute on average),
followed by the backward-pass (a few minutes to a few
hours), followed by error injections (multiple hours to days).
Gain and ModGain under-performed due to an implementation
limitation, where the evaluation platform did not have support
for batching with different differentiation values as required
by the gain formulation. If batching were possible, we would
have expected Gain and ModGain to perform only slightly
slower than Gradient, since its performance depends on the
number of classes being predicted by the network model in
addition to the backprop operations (Table I).

Overall, we report an interesting tradeoff between the mul-
tiple vulnerability estimation methods evaluated. Heuristics
can provide a very quick but less accurate ranking of fmaps
for cursory evaluation. Of the studied heuristics, ModGain
exhibits the lowest variance across network. For the highest
accuracy guarantees, the user should perform error injections
with ∆Loss, and can select the number of inj/fmap for their
desired bounds on error. Although runtime results presented
in Table III are for 2048 and 12288 inj/fmap, we evaluated
and found that as few as 64 inj/fmap can suffice. For example,
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Fig. 5: Vulnerability reduction versus computational overhead.
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Fig. 6: Additional overhead for HarDNN methods compared
to ∆Loss, averaged across different coverage targets.

TABLE IV: Measured runtimes in hours for Pprop estimation.
*Implementation required batch size = 1 for Gain/ModGain.

Method AlexNet GoogleNet ResNet50
Mismatch, ∆Loss @ 2048 inj/fmap 1.25 8.20 35.50
Mismatch, ∆Loss @ 12288 inj/fmap 7.45 48.82 -
MaxNeuron, FmapRange, Average L2 0.01 0.01 0.02

Gradient 0.01 0.08 0.25
Gain* 0.35 3.50 15.38

ModGain* 0.38 4.50 16.98

using ∆Loss can bring the runtime of ResNet50 down by 32×
to just over 1 hour, while still observing smaller error bars than
mismatch-2048 with 99% confidence (75% for ∆Loss-64 vs.
381% for mismatch-2048).

VII. CNN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Layer Level Analysis

As layers in a CNN consist of many fmaps, we study
whether the vulnerable fmaps are clustered in certain layers
or not. Figure 7a shows a heatmap of ResNet50’s fmap
vulnerabilities (Vfmap), which are computed using ∆Loss.
Fmaps per layer are sorted based on Vfmap values. The darker
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Fig. 7: Layer level vulnerability analysis with ∆Loss on
ResNet50-ImageNet (cutoff at 1024 fmaps).

the color, the more vulnerable the fmap. We find that on
average, a small fraction of fmaps (<0.33) account for a large
percentage of a CNN’s vulnerability. The figure also show that
the highly vulnerable fmaps are distributed across layers. A
layer-level analysis and protection would provide an inefficient
solution as it will likely protect more fmaps than required to
meet the resilience requirements. A fine-grained analysis at
the fmap level provided by HarDNN informs which fmaps to
target duplication for an optimal solutions.

We study the importance of incorporating Porig in the
vulnerability formulation by comparing the Pprop and Vfmap

values. Figure 7b shows the profile of the Pprop values.
Prior work used similar quantities to determine what and how
much to protect [8], [28], [45]. This figure when compared to
Figure 7a shows that the fmap and layer vulnerabilities differ,
and could lead to protecting significantly different set of fmaps
or layers.
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Fig. 9: V relfmap is similar across error models, even with
different VCNN (AlexNet-ImageNet).

B. Network Level Analysis

HarDNN further allows a developer to compare total vul-
nerability values, VCNN , of different CNNs, allowing them to
make an informed decision about selecting a CNN that meets
the resilience, performance, and accuracy targets. Results for
six different CNNs trained on the ImageNet dataset to solve
the same classification problem are shown in Figure 8. For a
given vulnerability target, this analysis informs the developer
how many fmaps need protection for a selected CNN and
estimates the associated overheads. Since we use ∆Loss to
predict Pprop, the x-axis values are in an arbitrary units, but
allow for relative comparison and selection (as validated by
Figure 4). A separate small experiment can be performed to
calibrate the scale to real probabilities. For example, based on
a vulnerability target of 0.00007 (as exemplified in Figure 8),
selecting ResNet50 would satisfy the reliability need without
additional protection. Selecting SqueezeNet and GoogleNet
would require duplicating a fraction of fmaps which would
amount to approximately 5% and 35% overheads, respectively.

C. Error Model Choice and Relative Vulnerability

As discussed in Section V-C, we evaluate the effect of
different error models on vulnerability estimation. Figure 9
shows the cumulative relative vulnerability (V relfmap) of the
fmaps in AlexNet-ImageNet, where the x-axis is sorted in
descending order of V relfmap, which are measured using
12,288 inj/fmap and mismatch as the SDC determination
criterion. For the comparison, we use the same fmap order on
the x-axis, which is obtained based on FxP-Flip V relfmap.
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Fig. 10: Top2Diff analysis for AlexNet-CIFAR10. The proba-
bility that an input is affected by an error to produce an SDC
is inversely correlated with the margin between the top two
classes of the error-free inference.

Results show that an fmap’s contribution towards the total
network vulnerability is practically the same for the different
error models, with less than .0001% difference. We, however,
found that the absolute total vulnerability, VCNN , changes
with the models. FP-Rand and FxP-Rand exhibit similar
propagation probabilities (Pprop), as both models have the
same dynamic range and multi-bit perturbation error model.
However, VCNN is lower for FxP-Rand due to the influence
of the numerical precision of the MACs (INT8) on Rorig

(as explained in Section IV-A). FxP-Flip shows lower VCNN ,
which we attribute to the less egregious error model, i.e., a
single-bit perturbation, compared to a random value from the
entire range.

D. Why Do Errors Result in Mismatches

With the aim of understanding why some errors result in a
mismatches but others do not, we conducted a separate error
injection campaign for AlexNet. We chose 500 random images
from the CIFAR10 dataset, and performed 2048 inj/fmap for
each image (total of 1.2 billion injections). We recorded the
probability distribution of each of the 10 classes.

We find a strong correlation between the number of mis-
matches and an image’s error-free classification confidence.
We measured the Spearman correlation coefficient between
an image’s error-free top-1 confidence and the number of
observed mismatches, and found it to be -0.87, where -1.0
indicates a perfect inverse relationship. We also find that the
smaller the difference between the top two class probabilities
(which we call the top2diff ), the higher the probability of a
misclassification happening for the image. Figure 10 shows our
results. We also measured the Spearman correlation coefficient
between an image’s error-free top2diff and the number of
mismatches, and found it to be -0.93. If the gap between the
probabilities of the top 2 classes is large, the error has to
be significant enough to change the class, which explains the
strong inverse correlation with the top2diff. Further, this is
another reason why Gain/ModGain performed well from the
heuristics explored, as they aim to model the probability of an
error changing the output to each other class.
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VIII. RELATED WORK

Due to the rise of CNN utilization in HPC and safety-
critical applications, there is a recent surge in research on CNN
resilience. Many proposed methods for CNN reliability require
network retraining. This has been performed for redistributing
vulnerability across a network [51], [53] and introducing
additional components that require finetuning [28]. One of the
primary goals of our work is to avoid training altogether due
to the high associated costs. Retraining is often not an option
for proprietary models as the training recipe and datasets may
not be available.

Many works have explored error injection analysis for
CNNs [8], [15], [16], [26], [28], [51], [52]. Most of these
works, however, have limited studies by either focusing on
only a few small networks (using MNIST and CIFAR10
datasets), performing relatively few injection experiments (a
few 1000 injections per network), or cap the number of images
studied. To the best of our knowledge, we perform the first
large scale CNN reliability study across many networks and
datasets. Further, we introduce a new method, ∆Loss, which
opens up several new research directions including allowing
other techniques to validate their results for accuracy without
limitations of very large error injection campaigns.

Prior work has explored performing selective duplication
at finer granularity than full DMR, such as kernel-level du-
plication in GPUs [16], layer level duplication [26], feature
map level duplication [51], and neuron level duplication [28].
Further, recent work has shown that software level TMR
hardening can provide similar error protection compared to
hardware duplication, while costing less area [26]. In this
work, we target fmap-level duplication in software, and evalu-
ate its composition at the layer and network levels. While this
work is not the first to target fmaps level granularity, we are
the first to evaluate protection of fmaps without retraining and
while performing a large scale study and analysis.

Aside from recent reliability-centric analysis, HarDNN is
similar to pruning-based ML research [2], [36], in that pruning
techniques aim to identify important filters and remove them
from the model, while we seek to identify the most vulnerable
fmaps in order to protect them from errors. Pruning techniques,
however, operate under a different error model, assuming an
entire filter is zeroed out, while with HarDNN we focus on
single neuron perturbations.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper presents HarDNN, a software-directed technique
to identify vulnerable computations in CNNs for selective
protection. HarDNN operates at the feature map level gran-
ularity, and introduces ∆Loss as an accurate error-injection
based method for relative vulnerability estimation, and ex-
plores different heuristics for fast vulnerability assessment.
Additionally, we analyze the tradeoff between error coverage
and computation overhead for selective protection. Results
show that the relative vulnerability of an fmap is similar
across three error models studied, and that the improvement
in resilience for the added computation is super linear with

HarDNN. For future work we plan to extend HarDNN to
include other applications of neural networks.
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